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Summer group shows are the art-world equivalent 
of beach novels: light, breezy and usually an easy 
read. But the current group show at Fe Gallery in 
Lawrenceville proves that light shows can 
sometimes contain some pretty heavy works.  

This show contains various mixed-media and 
installation-type works by four local artists -- Anna 
Divinsky, Alexandra Etschmaier, James Osher and 
Susanne Slavick. Gallery director Melanie Luke 
says of the show, titled "The Summer Solo Series," 
"It's a first of two kinds for us. One, it's the first 
show that we've ever done that's all Pittsburgh 
artists. And two, it's the least amount of artists 
whose work we have shown at one time, so it's very 
succinct."  

Succinct it may be, for much of the works on 
display really pack a punch. For example, it may 
have been that breezy state of mind that much of us 
share in summer that set James Osher off to art 
museums earlier this year to capture images of the 
masterworks hung within them with his digital 
camera.  

In the gallery 16 photographs by that reveal only 
partial details of familiar subjects from the High 
Renaissance.  

Here one can only catch a glimpse chubby-faced 
cherubs and Salome with the head of St. John the 
Baptist. But through these partial views -- many 
blurred and intentionally out of focus -- Osher sets 
about proving a point.  

If it's true, as he points out in his statement, that the 
average museum visitor "spends about three 
seconds viewing individual, museum exhibited, 
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Details 
'The Solo Summer Series'  

What: New works by Anna 
Divinsky, Alexandra 
Etschmaier, James Osher and 
Susanne Slavick.  

When: Through Sept. 3. 
Hours: Noon to 4 p.m. 
Wednesdays through 
Saturdays.  

Where: Fe Gallery, 4102 
Butler St., Lawrenceville.  

Details: 412-860-6028. 
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artwork" then this series will no doubt leave one feeling a bit guilty.  

Not Salome but Scheherazade is the remote reference in Susanne Slavick's paintings from her 
"Pillow Talk" series and her larger work "Heads Will Roll."  

A combination of acrylic and oil paint, Slavick's sumptuous, deftly handled canvases will no 
doubt be a delight for lovers of painting. But besides the overtly beautiful handling of delicate 
red oil washes over black acrylic scumblings, altogether Slavick's works offer low-impact 
political art perfectly suited for a confused political moment.  

Her pillows, six of each depicted as equally divided, are a succinct social comment on an era 
marked by unstable relationships, while the larger "Heads will Roll," which depicts six sleeping 
caps each filled with tufts of curly red locks, is every bit as valid as a domestic as well as 
international argument, having both social and political relevance.  

All statements aside, if it's the visceral experience one is seeking in a summer art show, then the 
works by the other two artists included will most certainly provide.  

With her two-part installation titled "boundaries," Divinsky presents a light-hearted look at the 
tactility of fiber and its relationship to flesh and bone. Outside, in the gallery's rear courtyard, 
Divinsky has created a simple space for contemplation by stringing 10 large swaths of hand-dyed 
silk between back wall and building to form a light, undulating canopy that moves to subtle 
breezes. Look up and the swaths are filled with delicate blotches of lightly dyed areas that look 
like cells.  

Inside the gallery, the counterpart piece has equal connotations being tubular constructions of 
thin silk gauze that flow down from the gallery ceiling like limpid veins and land into a nest of 
fibrous, felted wool balls.  

As Divinsky writes in her statement, "I envision silk and wool as equivalents to skin." True 
enough, but with this particular piece, she definitely gets under the skin of something much more 
grand.  

Light and airy, Divinsky's works add a relative amount of brevity to the show while downstairs 
in the gallery's basement Etschmaier's installation "gestures" offers a similar sense of whimsy, 
but with an equal dose of mystery.  

That's because Etschmaier has filled the darkened basement with 10 Seussical-like vessels made 
of sisal that she has dramatically spot-lighted to make them look like something out of a B-level 
sci-fi flick.  

The vessels, hand built on a potters wheel from sisal twine and hot glue, are accessorized by the 
peelings of glue that were pulled from the artists finger tips while making the works, which the 
artist has neatly spread around the base of each. The piles of peelings are a testament to the 
extreme dedication it took to pull off what is undoubtedly a show- stopping work, so it should 
not be overlooked.  



Kurt Shaw can be reached at kshaw@tribweb.com.  

 


